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Abstract
With relatively few exceptions, the literature on efficient (practical) secure computation has
focused on secure two-party computation (2PC). It is, in general, unclear whether the techniques
used to construct practical 2PC protocols—in particular, the cut-and-choose approach—can be
adapted to the multi-party setting.
In this work we explore the possibility of using cut-and-choose for practical secure three-party
computation. The three-party case has been studied in prior work in the semi-honest setting,
and is motivated by the observation that real-world deployments of multi-party computation are
likely to involve few parties. We propose a constant-round protocol for three-party computation
tolerating any number of malicious parties, whose computational cost is essentially only a small
constant worse than that of state-of-the-art two-party protocols.
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Introduction

The past few years have seen a tremendous amount of attention devoted to making secure computation
truly practical (e.g., [HEKM11, KsS12, KSS13]). With only a few exceptions [DPSZ12, DKL+ 13,
KSS13], however, this work has tended to focus on secure two-party computation (2PC). In the semihonest setting, a series of papers [BDNP08, HKS+ 10, HEKM11, HEK12] showed that Yao’s garbled
circuit technique [Yao86] can yield very efficient protocols for the computation of Boolean circuits.
In the malicious setting, Lindell and Pinkas [LP07] initiated use of the cut-and-choose technique, also
based on Yao’s garbled circuits, for constructing efficient, constant-round protocols. This technique
was developed further in several subsequent works [Woo07, LPS08, NO09, PSSW09, LP11, sS11,
KsS12, HKE13, Lin13, MR13, sS13], and yields the fastest known protocols for (malicious) secure
two-party computation (2PC) of Boolean circuits.
2PC protocols with malicious security can also be based on the GMW protocol [GMW87] (e.g.,
the TinyOT protocol [NNOB12]). Although this approach yields protocols with round complexity
linear in the (multiplicative) depth of the circuit, it offers the advantage that much of the computation
can be pushed to an offline, pre-processing phase that is executed before the parties receive their
inputs. The subsequent online computation is very fast and uses mainly information-theoretic
techniques.
?
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In the setting of multi -party computation (MPC) with security against an arbitrary number
of corruptions, the situation is somewhat different. While there has been much recent work on
optimizing MPC for semi-honest adversaries [BDNP08, BLW08, BCD+ 09, DGKN09, BSMD10,
BTW12, CHK+ 12], less work has focused on security against malicious corruptions. The work of
Ishai, Prabhakaran, and Sahai [IPS08] gives protocols with good asymptotic efficiency; however,
despite some promising optimizations [LOP11], it has not yet produced practical instantiations.
The SPDZ protocol [BDOZ11, DKL+ 12, DPSZ12, DKL+ 13, KSS13], which handles arithmetic
circuits, has extremely fast online running time at the cost of a very slow offline phase. However,
unlike protocols based on garbled circuits, SPDZ runs for a linear (instead of constant) number
of (online) rounds, and in each such round every party needs to utilize a broadcast channel. To
our knowledge, SPDZ’s implementation experiments [DKL+ 12, DPSZ12, DKL+ 13] were run on a
local-area network where physical broadcast is available, and thus the delay due to accounting for
round-timeouts and/or running a multi-party broadcasting protocol when operating in a wide-area
network environment has not been taken into account. This delay may be non-trivial depending
on circumstances: Schneider and Zohner [SZ13] have shown that as the latency between machines
increases, the cost of each round becomes more and more significant.
Finally, the work of Goyal, Mohassel, and Smith [GMS08] uses the (two-party) cut-and-choose
technique to construct a multi-party protocol; however, security only holds in the weaker covert
security setting [AL07].
Multi-Party Computation for a Small Number of Parties. Research on secure computation
has traditionally been divided into two classes: work focusing on two-party computation, and work
focusing on multi-party computation for an arbitrary number of parties.1 Yet, in practice, it seems
that the most likely scenarios for secure MPC would involve a small number of parties. In general,
as the number of parties increases, the cost of communication amongst the parties increases as well.
In a wide-area network setting, this may have a huge impact on the running time of the protocol.
In addition, the three-party setting is interesting in its own right. For example, we can consider the
following use-case. Suppose the government would like to run some privacy preserving computation
on a company’s dataset, such as flight manifests. Now, suppose the public does not trust that
these parties are not colluding. Thus, we could add a third party, trusted by the public, into the
computation to enforce that the two main parties are not simply sharing all their information.
Our Contributions. Motivated by these observations, we initiate the study of efficient three-party
computation in the malicious model, tolerating an arbitrary number of corruptions. We construct
the first practical, constant-round protocol for secure three-party computation of Boolean circuits.
Our protocol uses player-simulation techniques in order to compile existing (cut-and-choose-based)
2PC protocols into three-party protocols. We instantiate our compiler with state-of-the-art 2PC
constructions and show that the addition of a third party comes at the cost of roughly a factor eight
overhead over the underlying 2PC protocol in terms of computation, and a factor sixteen overhead
in terms of communication. This running time appears to be superior to existing state-of-the-art
MPC protocols in terms of start-to-finish running time. Of course, computing the exact overhead
requires implementations of both our protocol and the underlying 2PC protocol and is a subject
of future research. As a further optimization point, our protocol makes only three calls overall
to a broadcast channel (one with each party as sender), as opposed to existing practical MPC
1

Here we are interested in protocols tolerating an arbitrary number of corruptions. One could further distinguish
work on MPC that assumes an honest majority.
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solutions (for more than two parties) which use broadcast for communicating all protocol messages.
This may be important in certain wide-area network settings where communication (and broadcast
specifically) is very expensive. The most efficient instantiation of our protocol requires the random
oracle model. As a downside, our protocol does not currently support free-XOR [KS08] or garbled
row reduction [PSSW09]; we leave such developments as future work.
Overview of Our Protocol. Denote the three parties by P1 , P2 , and P3 . The high-level idea
of our construction is to execute a two-party protocol π
b, where one of the two parties (say Pb1 ) is
emulated by P1 and P2 via a two-party protocol π, and the other party is played by P3 .
Clearly, naı̈vely applying the above idea yields an inefficient construction even when state-of-theart 2PC protocols are used for π and π
b. Assume, for example, that the most efficient 2PC protocol
is used for both π and π
b, where π simply computes the circuit of Pb1 among P1 and P2 . The security
of the resulting construction follows trivially from the composition theorem. However, unless the
size of the circuit is very small, this approach results in a huge blowup on the overall runtime; in
particular, if t is the time π needs to compute the circuit of Pb1 and b
t is the time that π
b needs to
compute the three-party circuit, then the runtime of the above naı̈ve construction is t · t̂, yielding at
least a quadratic blowup.
Emulating the Sender Versus Emulating the Receiver. In most cut-and-choose-based 2PC
protocols, the parties have distinct roles: one is the sender, or circuit generator, and the other is the
receiver, or circuit verifier. One might be tempted to think that, because the role of the verifier in the
protocol is more “passive” (in the sense that the computation is less complicated), the most natural
approach would be to emulate the verifier among P1 and P2 (and have P3 locally do the heavier
work doing circuit generation and opening over broadcast). This seemingly direct approach fails as
one needs a mechanism for P1 and P2 to include their inputs into the garbled circuits. Clearly, doing
so by having P1 first receive his input-keys via OT (as in the original Yao-based constructions) and
then handing them to P2 yields an insecure protocol; indeed, an adversary corrupting P2 and P3
can then trivially learn P1 ’s inputs.
Instead, in this work we have P1 and P2 emulate the sender, and we have P3 play the role of
the receiver. More precisely, we adapt the distributed circuit-garbling technique [BMR90, DI05]
to the two-party setting, allowing P1 and P2 to compute a sharing of a garbled circuit which they
then reconstruct for P3 . By appropriate optimizations, we ensure that distributed garbling requires
P1 and P2 to compute and communicate roughly as much as the sender in an execution of the
Yao protocol (plus some OT calls per gate); P3 needs to do nothing during the circuit garbling.
Most interestingly, our construction features a mechanism which allows P3 to receive the keys
corresponding to his input bits for evaluating the garbled circuit by only one invocation of OT per
input-bit with each of P1 and P2 .
Our distributed garbling scheme is secure against malicious adversaries, which ensures that an
adversary corrupting only one of the parties P1 or P2 cannot produce a maliciously constructed
garbled circuit. In order to protect against an adversary who corrupts both P1 and P2 , we rely on
the cut-and-choose technique. We give concrete instantiations (in the random oracle model) of our
protocol using a combination of two 2PC protocols by Lindell and Pinkas [LP07, LP11], as well as
a construction based on the more recent protocol by Lindell [Lin13] which drastically reduces the
number of circuit garblings required for cut-and-choose.
Interestingly, the cut-and-choose technique does not only protect against corrupting both P1
and P2 , but allows a considerable efficiency improvement. More precisely, it allows us to avoid
using costly authenticated shares (towards P3 ) for the computed (shared) garbled circuit. Instead,
3

our distributed garbling scheme outputs, even in the malicious setting, a plain two-out-of-two sum
sharing of the garbled circuit.
The Security Model. We assume the reader is familiar with the simulation paradigm [GMW87,
Can00, Can01, Gol09]. For simplicity we restrict ourselves to computation of non-reactive functions,
also known as secure function evaluation. We consider a static adversary that gets to choose
the corrupted parties at the beginning of the protocol. Without loss of generality, we assume
that the circuit to be computed is deterministic and has a single output received by one of the
parties. We point out that although we use the language of Canetti [Can00], all our proofs use
straight-line black-box simulators, which makes our protocols secure in the Universal Composition
framework [Can01].
Outline. In Section 2 we cover preliminary topics. In Section 3 we describe our two-party distributed
garbling scheme, and in Section 4 we discuss our three party protocol. In Section 5 we show how to
instantiate the various two-party functionalities we utilize in our protocols.
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Preliminaries

We let k denote the computational security parameter and let s denote the statistical security
parameter. We use x ←$ S to denote choosing a value x uniformly at random from the set S, and
use k to denote concatenation.
Circuit Notation. We follow the circuit notation of Bellare et al. [BHR12]. Let (n, m, q, L, R, G) ←
C be a circuit, where n is the number of input wires, m is the number of output wires, and q is the
number of gates, where each gate is indexed by its output wire. Thus, the total number of wires
in the circuit is n + q. The numbering of wires starts with the inputs and ends with the outputs;
i.e., we have inputs {1, . . . , n} and outputs {n + q − m + 1, . . . , n + q}. The function L (resp., R)
takes as input a gate index and returns the left (resp., right) input wire to the gate. We require
L(γ) < R(γ) < γ for any gate index γ. The function G encodes the functionality of a given gate,
e.g., Gγ (0, 1) = 0 if the gate with index γ is an AND gate. Because we consider circuits with inputs
from multiple parties, let {ni−1 + 1, . . . , ni } denote the input wires “controlled” by party Pi , with
n0 = 0.
We denote input gates as those gates with one or more input wires, inner gates as those gates
with no input or output wires, and output gates as those gates with an output wire.
Secret Sharing. Our constructions use two-out-of-two secret sharing. In the semi-honest setting,
we use a standard (linear) sharing of strings: the secret x ∈ {0, 1} ∗ is split into two random
summands x1 and x2 such that x1 ⊕ x2 = x, with Pi holding the summand xi . We denote the
sharing of x by [x] = ([x](1) , [x](2) ), where we refer to each [x](i) = xi as Pi ’s share of x. This
sharing is linear: If [x] and [y] are sharings of x and y respectively, then [x] ⊕ [y] is a sharing of x ⊕ y;
that is, [x ⊕ y] = [x] ⊕ [y] and thus Pi can locally compute his share as [x ⊕ y](i) = [x](i) ⊕ [y](i) . It
is straight-forward to verify that the above secret-sharing is private provided that the summands x1
and x2 are uniformly chosen (restricted only on x1 ⊕ x2 = x); i.e., any single share [x](i) contains no
information about the secret x. Reconstructing a sharing [x] is easily done by having each party
announce his share [x](i) and taking x to be the exclusive-or of the announced shares.
Our protocols use shares of two types of secrets: k-bit strings x ∈ {0, 1} k and bits b ∈ {0, 1}. For
clarity in the presentation, we use the bracket notation introduced above for sharings of x ∈ {0, 1} k ,
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and use the notation h·i for sharings of bits; i.e., if b ∈ {0, 1} then a sharing of b is denoted as
hbi = (hbi(1) , hbi(2) ).
In the malicious setting we need the sharings of bits to be authenticated ; i.e., in addition to
his summand bi , each party Pi holds an authentication tag ti for a Message Authentication Code
(MAC), with another party Pj holding the corresponding verification key kj . More precisely, in
a sharing hbi = (hbi(1) , hbi(2) ) of b, each party’s share is now a tuple hbi(i) := (bi , ti , kj ), where
b1 ⊕ b2 = b, and ti is a valid MAC on bi with key kj . This ensures that the adversary cannot make
the reconstruction output any value other than the secret b. In particular, to reconstruct some
sharing hbi = (hbi(1) , hbi(2) ), each party Pi first announces his summand bi and the corresponding
authentication tag ti ; subsequently, each party Pi checks that the other party Pj announced a validly
authenticated summand matching his own verification key and if this is not the case he rejects. The
inability of an adversarial Pi to announce a summand other than bi follows from the unforgeability
of the MAC, as Pi does not know the key kj matching his authentication tag.
We also assume this authentication is linear in the following sense: Given hbi and hb0 i, the
parties can compute hbi ⊕ hb0 i locally. Namely, hbi ⊕ hb0 i = (hb ⊕ b0 i(1) , hb ⊕ b0 i(2) ), where hb ⊕ b0 i(i) =
(bi ⊕ b0i , ti ⊕ t0i , kj ⊕ kj0 ) is a valid authentication. We show how to construct such an authenticated
sharing in Section 5.
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Two-Party Distributed Garbling Scheme

In this section we describe our construction of a two-party distributed garbling scheme. Our protocol
combines the standard Yao garbling circuit technique with the distributed garbling ideas from
Damgård and Ishai [DI05]. The main idea is the following: The players jointly compute a garbled
circuit, where the gates are garbled by use of a distributed encryption scheme which takes, for each
encryption, one key from each party.
In more detail, our construction is described in several steps. As the first step, in Section 3.1
we give a description of our garbling scheme; i.e., the code of the sender in our version of Yao’s
protocol. This section gives the reader familiarity with our notation and is used as a reference in the
distributed protocol. Next, in Section 3.2 we describe an efficient (semi-honest) protocol that allows
parties P1 and P2 to securely emulate the circuit-garbling procedure from Section 3.1. Finally, in
Section 3.3, we show how to make the garbling procedure maliciously secure.

3.1

Single-Party Garbling Scheme

Our garbling scheme is a slight variant of the protocol by Damgård and Ishai [DI05] adapted to two
parties. This should be regarded as an initial step towards our ultimate goal of a distributed garbling
scheme. Here, we describe the high-level construction; see Figure 1 for the detailed protocol.
We associate two random keys Kw,0 , Kw,1 with each wire w in the circuit; key Kw,0 corresponds
to the value ‘0’ and Kw,1 corresponds to the value ‘1’. Each key Kw,b consists of two sub-keys s1w,b
and s2w,b ; that is, Kw,b = (s1w,b , s2w,b ). In addition, for each wire w we choose a random mask bit λw .
Each key has an associated tag, derived from the mask bit, which acts as a blinding of the true
value the key represents.
Now, consider gate Gγ in the circuit with input wires α and β. The garbled gate of Gγ consists
of an array of four encryptions: for each (bα , bβ ) ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1}, the row (bα , bβ ) consists of an
encryption of Kγ,Gγ (bα ⊕λα ,bβ ⊕λβ )⊕λγ and its corresponding tag Gγ (bα ⊕ λα , bβ ⊕ λβ ) ⊕ λγ under keys
5

Auxiliary Inputs: Security parameter k, circuit (n, m, q, L, R, G) ← C.
1.

Generate masks:
Generate input and inner mask bits: For w ∈ {1, . . . , n + q − m}: generate λw ←$ {0, 1}.
Generate output mask bits: For w ∈ {n + q − m + 1, . . . , n + q}: generate λw ← 0.

2.

Generate sub-keys:
For wires w ∈ {1, . . . , n + q} and b ∈ {0, 1}: generate sub-keys s1w,b , s2w,b ←$ {0, 1} k .

3.

Construct garbled circuit:
Construct garbled gates: For gates γ ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + q}, do the following:
Let α ← L(γ) and β ← R(γ) be the index of the left and right input wires, respectively, of the gate
indexed by γ. Letting Kw,b = (s1w,b , s2w,b ), compute the following:


P [γ, 0, 0] ←EncKα,0 ,Kβ,0 Kγ,Gγ (λα ,λβ )⊕λγ kGγ (λα , λβ ) ⊕ λγ


P [γ, 0, 1] ←EncKα,0 ,Kβ,1 Kγ,Gγ (λα ,λβ ⊕1)⊕λγ kGγ (λα , λβ ⊕ 1) ⊕ λγ


P [γ, 1, 0] ←EncKα,1 ,Kβ,0 Kγ,Gγ (λα ⊕1,λβ )⊕λγ kGγ (λα ⊕ 1, λβ ) ⊕ λγ


P [γ, 1, 1] ←EncKα,1 ,Kβ,1 Kγ,Gγ (λα ⊕1,λβ ⊕1)⊕λγ kGγ (λα ⊕ 1, λβ ⊕ 1) ⊕ λγ

4.

Output circuit:
Set GC ← (n, m, q, L, R, P ), and output:


GC, (s1w,b⊕λw , s2w,b⊕λw , b ⊕ λw ) : w ∈ {1, . . . , n}, b ∈ {0, 1} .

Figure 1: Circuit garbling scheme.
Kα,bα and Kβ,bβ . Let P denote a table that stores all the garbled gates; in particular, the entry
P [γ, bα , bβ ] contains an encryption corresponding to row (bα , bβ ) of the garbled gate for Gγ .
Evaluation proceeds as follows. Let α and β be input wires connected to gate G with index γ.
The evaluator is given (Kα,bα ⊕λα , bα ⊕ λα ) and (Kβ,bβ ⊕λβ , bβ ⊕ λβ ), along with P . He takes the
row P [γ, bα ⊕ λα , bβ ⊕ λβ ] and decrypts it using the keys Kα,bα ⊕λα and Kβ,bβ ⊕λβ , resulting in
(Kγ,G(bα ,bβ )⊕λγ , G(bα , bβ ) ⊕ λγ ). It is straightforward to verify that by continuing this evaluation,
the output of each gate will be revealed masked by its corresponding mask. By picking masks of the
output wires to be ‘0’ we ensure that the evaluator receives the (unmasked) output of the circuit.

3.2

Distributing the Garbling Scheme Between Two Parties

We now show how to emulate the above garbling scheme between two parties in the semi-honest
setting. We assume the parties have access to the following two-party ideal functionalities:
G (hai, hbi): The functionality takes as input sharings hai and hbi of bits a
Gate computation Fgate
and b, respectively, and is parameterized by a binary gate G; it outputs a sharing hG(a, b)i of
the output of G on input (a, b).
i
One-out-of-two oblivious secret sharing Foshare
(hbi, m0 , m1 ): The functionality takes as input a
sharing hbi of a bit b (i.e., each party inputs his share), along with two messages m0 , m1 from
Pi , and outputs a random two-out-of-two sharing [mb ] of mb .
b
Constant bit sharing Fconst
(): The functionality is parameterized by a bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and
outputs a random sharing hbi of b.
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Random bit sharing Frand (): The functionality chooses a random bit r ←$ {0, 1} and computes
and outputs a random sharing hri of r.
i (b): The functionality takes input bit b ∈ {0, 1} from P and outputs a
Bit secret sharing Fss
i
random two-out-of-two sharing hbi of b.
Each of these can be instantiated efficiently in the semi-honest setting; see Appendix A and
Appendix B for details.
Distributed Encryption Scheme. We utilize the distributed encryption scheme by Damgård
and Ishai [DI05]. Suppose the message and the key for the encryption scheme are distributed as
follows:
The message m is secret-shared; i.e., P1 and P2 hold [m](1) and [m](2) , respectively.
The encryption key K = (s1 , s2 ) is distributed such that P1 and P2 hold s1 and s2 , respectively.
The encryption of the secret-shared message m with tweak T under key K = (s1 , s2 ) is:




 

EncTK ([m]) = Enc1s1 ,T [m](1) , Enc2s2 ,T [m](2)
= [m](1) ⊕ Fs11 (T ), [m](2) ⊕ Fs12 (T ) ,
where Fk1 is a PRF keyed by key k. To decrypt a ciphertext c := EncTK (m), each party Pi sends his
sub-key si to the decrypter, who uses them to recover the shares of m and reconstruct m.
Double encryption is defined analogously. For keys Kα = (s1α , s2α ) and Kβ = (s1β , s2β ), where Pi
holds (siα , siβ ), encryption with tweak T works as follows:


EncTKα ,Kβ ([m]) = [m](1) ⊕ Fs11α (T ) ⊕ Fs21 (T ), [m](2) ⊕ Fs12α (T ) ⊕ Fs22 (T ) .
β

β

Distributed Garbling Scheme. We now give a high-level description of our two-party distributed
garbling scheme ΠGC (P1 , P2 ); see Figure 2 for the detailed description. As before, for each wire w
in the circuit we associate keys Kw,0 = (s1w,0 , s2w,0 ) and Kw,1 = (s1w,1 , s2w,1 ) corresponding to bits ‘0’
and ‘1’, respectively. However, in the distributed setting, each sub-key is only known to one of the
two parties; i.e., Pi only knows (siw,0 , siw,1 ). Each wire is also associated with a mask bit λw which
is secret shared between the two parties such that no party knows λw .
Consider gate Gγ in the circuit with input wires indexed by α and β. As in the non-distributed
case, we construct an array containing four rows corresponding to a random permutation of the
four possible outcomes of gate Gγ applied to bits bα and bβ . However, in the distributed case
neither party should know what is being encrypted. Recall that in the non-distributed setting, the
circuit generator can easily compute Gγ (λα ⊕ bα , λβ ⊕ bβ ) to construct the array. However, in the
distributed setting, neither party knows (and should not know) λα or λβ . Thus, the parties utilize
the Fgate functionality, which takes as input the shares hλα i ⊕ hbα i and hλβ i ⊕ hbβ i, and computes
G (hb i ⊕ hλ i, hb i ⊕ hλ i) ⊕ hλ i. The value
a sharing of Gγ (λα ⊕ bα , λβ ⊕ bβ ). Let hσγ,bα ,bβ i = Fgate
α
α
γ
β
β
σγ,bα ,bβ denotes which key to encrypt; that is, in row (bα , bβ ) we encrypt key Kγ,σγ,bα ,bβ . However,
we must still enforce that neither party knows what key Kγ,σγ,bα ,bβ represents. We handle this by
utilizing another functionality, Foshare . For each of the four σγ,bα ,bβ values, and for each party Pi ,
i
the parties compute Foshare
(hσγ,bα ,bβ i, siγ,0 , siγ,1 ). This produces a share of the appropriate sub-key
for party Pi , with the crucial fact that Pi does not know which of his sub-keys was shared. The
results of Foshare are used as the shares to be encrypted.
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Protocol ΠGC (P1 , P2 )
Auxiliary Inputs: Security parameter k, circuit (n, m, q, L, R, G) ← C.
1
Parties P1 and P2 generate h1i ← Fconst
, which they use throughout the protocol.

1.

Generate mask bits:
Generate masks for P1 ’s inputs: For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 generates λw ←$ {0, 1} and computes
1
hλw i ← Fss
(λw ).
Generate masks for P2 ’s inputs: For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n}: P2 generates λw ←$ {0, 1} and computes
2
hλw i ← Fss
(λw ).
Generate masks for inner wires: For w ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + q − m}: generate hλw i ← Frand .
0
Generate masks for output wires: For w ∈ {n + q − m + 1, . . . , n + q}: generate hλw i ← Fconst
.a

2.

Generate sub-keys:
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n + q} and b ∈ {0, 1}: Pi generates sub-keys siw,b ←$ {0, 1} k .

3.

Construct garbled circuit:
For γ ∈ {n + 1, . . . , n + q}:
Let α ← L(γ) and β ← R(γ) be the indices of the left and right input wires, respectively, of the
gate indexed by γ. Compute the following selector bits:
G

γ
hσγ,0,0 i ← Fgate
(hλα i, hλβ i) ⊕ hλγ i
Gγ
hσγ,1,0 i ← Fgate (hλα i ⊕ h1i, hλβ i) ⊕ hλγ i

G

γ
hσγ,0,1 i ← Fgate
(hλα i, hλβ i ⊕ h1i) ⊕ hλγ i
Gγ
hσγ,1,1 i ← Fgate (hλα i ⊕ h1i, hλβ i ⊕ h1i) ⊕ hλγ i.

Next, compute sharings of the appropriate sub-keys to use for each row:
 1 


1
2
(hσγ,0,0 i, s1γ,0 , s1γ,1 ), ŝ2γ,0,0  ← Foshare
(hσγ,0,0 i, s2γ,0 , s2γ,1 )
ŝγ,0,0
 ← Foshare
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
←
F
(hσ
i,
s
,
s
),
ŝ
←
F
ŝ
γ,0,1
γ,0 γ,1
oshare
oshare (hσγ,0,1 i, sγ,0 , sγ,1 )
 γ,0,1

 γ,0,1

1
1
1
2
2
2
1
(hσγ,1,0 i, sγ,0 , sγ,1 ), ŝγ,1,0  ← Foshare (hσγ,1,0 i, sγ,0 , s2γ,1 )
 ← Foshare
ŝγ,1,0
1
1
2
ŝγ,1,1 ← Foshare (hσγ,1,1 i, s1γ,0 , s1γ,1 ),
ŝ2γ,1,1 ← Foshare
(hσγ,1,1 i, s2γ,0 , s2γ,1 ).
Finally, compute the distributed encryptions of the (permuted) sub-keys and selector bits. That
is, letting Kw,b = (s1w,b , s2w,b ), compute:

 

γk0k0
P [γ, 0, 0] = (P 1 [γ, 0, 0], P 2 [γ, 0, 0]) ← EncKα,0 ,Kβ,0 ( ŝ1γ,0,0 k ŝ2γ,0,0 khσγ,0,0 i),




γk0k1
P [γ, 0, 1] = (P 1 [γ, 0, 1], P 2 [γ, 0, 1]) ← EncKα,0 ,Kβ,1 ( ŝ1γ,0,1 k ŝ2γ,0,1 khσγ,0,1 i),

 

γk1k0
P [γ, 1, 0] = (P 1 [γ, 1, 0], P 2 [γ, 1, 0]) ← EncKα,1 ,Kβ,0 ( ŝ1γ,1,0 k ŝ2γ,1,0 khσγ,1,0 i),




γk1k1
P [γ, 1, 1] = (P 1 [γ, 1, 1], P 2 [γ, 1, 1]) ← EncKα,1 ,Kβ,1 ( ŝ1γ,1,1 k ŝ2γ,1,1 khσγ,1,1 i).
4.

Output circuit:

Let GC i ← (n, m, q, L, R, P i ) and let SK i ← (siw,0 , siw,1 ) : w ∈ {1, . . . , n} .

n
o
P1 outputs the tuple GC 1 , SK 1 , (hbw i(1) , hλw i(1) , bw , λw ) : w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 } .

n
o
P2 outputs the tuple GC 2 , SK 2 , (hbw i(2) , hλw i(2) , bw , λw ) : w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n} .
a

Note that we do not in fact need to create ‘zero’ masks for the output wires; we include this step mainly
for ease of presentation.

Figure 2: Two-party distributed circuit garbling protocol. For semi-honest security use standard
secret sharing for the bits; for malicious security use authenticated secret sharing.
Note that we can use this two-party distributed garbling scheme as a building block for a
somewhat efficient semi-honest two-party secure computation protocol. See Appendix D for the
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detailed construction. We do not claim that this scheme is superior to existing 2PC protocols;
however, it serves as an important building-block to our end goal of an efficient 3PC protocol.
Also note that this distributed garbling scheme can scale to more than two parties, given access to
multi-party variants of the necessary functionalities. Thus, we can also achieve (semi-honest) multi party secure computation using this approach; we leave the development of efficient instantiations
of these functionalities as future work.

3.3

Achieving Malicious Security

The semi-honest distributed garbling scheme described in Section 3.2 can be directly adapted to work
against a malicious adversary by modifying the hybrid functionalities to work in an authenticated
manner; namely, we use authenticated sharings in place of standard secret sharings:
1
Fconst
() and Frand (): The output share is authenticated.
G
Fgate (hai, hbi): The inputs and outputs are all authenticated sharings.
i
(hbi, m0 , m1 ): The selection bit b is an authenticated sharing.
Foshare
i (b): The output is an authenticated sharing of b.
Fss

See Appendix A for the detailed descriptions.
We also need to define a notion of encrypting authenticated shares. Recall that for an authenticated share hbi = (hbi(1) , hbi(2) ), we have hbi(i) = (bi , ti , kj ), where party Pi holds bi and ti and party
Pj holds kj . Thus, letting K = (s1 , s2 ), we define
EncTK (hbi) = (Enc1s1 ,T (b1 kt1 kk1 ), Enc2s2 ,T (b2 kt2 kk2 )).
On decryption, each party’s ciphertext is decrypted and the authenticity of b1 and b2 are verified
using the (encrypted) tags and keys. Thus, when evaluating a garbled circuit, the party checks the
authenticity of the share from the decrypted row of each garbled gate; if the check fails, the party
aborts.
Again, we can convert this garbling scheme into a (now maliciously-secure) 2PC scheme; see
Appendix D for the details. Likewise, we could also construct an MPC variant with efficient
multi-party instantiations of the underlying functionalities which we leave as future work.

4

Three-Party Computation from Cut-and-Choose

As mentioned above, we can directly adapt the distributed garbling scheme to work over multiple
parties, and thus construct a 3PC scheme; however, in this case the underlying functionalities need
to support multiple parties rather than just two parties and are thus unlikely to be more efficient in
practice. Thus, in this section we show how to utilize the maliciously secure two-party distributed
garbling scheme from Section 3 to construct a maliciously secure three-party secure computation
protocol, using almost entirely two-party constructs (the only three-party functionality needed is
that of coin-tossing).
We first cover preliminary notions, such as the ideal functionalities we need, in Section 4.1. Then,
in Section 4.2 we show how to adapt a combination of two existing cut-and-choose protocols [LP07,
LP11] to the three-party setting. Finally, in Section 4.3 we use this “generic” protocol to show
how to adapt Lindell’s protocol [Lin13] (the current state-of-the-art Yao-based protocol at the time
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of writing) to the three-party setting. The cost of each of these three-party protocols is roughly
eight times the computational cost of the underlying two-party protocol they are based on, and
roughly sixteen times the communication cost (plus the cost of a small number of OTs per gate,
which can be efficiently amortized using OT extension [IKNP03, NNOB12]), and thus we show that
we can achieve efficient secure three-party computation at only a small factor of the cost of the most
efficient Yao-based two-party protocol.

4.1

Preliminaries

Ideal Functionalities. In addition to the ideal functionalities used in the two-party distributed
garbling scheme, we need the following additional (maliciously secure) functionalities:
Three-party coin-flipping Fcf (): The functionality outputs a random bit-string ρ ←$ {0, 1} s to
each party.
i,j
One-out-of-two oblivious transfer Fot
(b, m0 , m1 ): The functionality takes as input a choice bit
b from party Pi and messages m0 , m1 from Pj , and outputs mb to party Pi .
i,j
ZKPoK of extended Diffie-Hellman tuple Fzkpok
(a, (g, h0 , h1 , {ui , vi }i )): The functionality takes
as input a from party Pi , and tuple (g, h0 , h1 , {ui , vi }i ) from party Pj , and outputs 1 to party
Pj if either all tuples in {(g, h0 , ui , vi )}i are Diffie-Hellman tuples with h0 = g a or all tuples in
{(g, h1 , ui , vi )}i are Diffie-Hellman tuples with h1 = g a , and 0 otherwise.
These can all be efficiently instantiated in a standard fashion. We can implement Fcf in the Random
Oracle Model using three commitments and openings. The Fot functionality can be instantiated
using any maliciously secure OT implementation, such as the construction by Peikert et al. [PVW08].
Likewise, Fzkpok can be efficiently instantiated using existing protocols [LP11, Section B].
Distributed Garbled Circuits for Three Parties. Note that the garbling protocol ΠGC in
Figure 2 only garbles a circuit containing inputs from two parties. We can easily adapt this to
support input from a third (external) party as follows. Let Π0GC (P1 , P2 ) be the same as ΠGC (P1 , P2 )
except for the following modifications:
All of the operations over P2 ’s input now operate over wires w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }.
In Step 1, we add the following sub-step for generating shares for P3 ’s input wires:
For w ∈ {n2 + 1, . . . , n}: generate hλw i ← Frand .

In Step 4, party Pi outputs hλw i(i) : w ∈ {n2 + 1, . . . , n} in addition to his normal outputs.

4.2

Achieving Malicious Security for Three Parties

Note that our two-party distributed garbling scheme has the property that if at most one of the two
parties is corrupt, the garbling of circuit C either correctly evaluates C on P1 ’s and P2 ’s inputs, or
causes the evaluator to abort. That is, a malicious party cannot “alter” the garbling to evaluate
some circuit other than C. Now, if both P1 and P2 are corrupt, they can of course garble an arbitrary
circuit. This suggests the following approach to three-party computation: If either P1 or P2 are
honest, we need only construct a single garbled circuit, which is sent to P3 to be evaluated. To cover
the case where both P1 and P2 are corrupt, we use cut-and-choose to prevent P3 from evaluating a
maliciously constructed circuit. In what follows, we utilize existing cut-and-choose protocols from
the literature [LP07, LP11], and “plug in” our distributed garbling scheme as necessary. Thus,
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security mostly follows from the security proofs of the underlying cut-and-choose protocols. In
Section 4.3, we show how we can use this protocol in an adaptation of Lindell’s protocol [Lin13] to
the three-party setting.
The basic intuition for security is as follows. Cut-and-choose is used to prevent P3 from evaluating
maliciously constructed circuits when both P1 and P2 are malicious. For the case where either P1
or P2 is honest, Π0GC (P1 , P2 ) assures us that the garbled circuit constructed between P1 and P2 is
either correctly constructed or causes P3 to abort (independent of any party’s input).
Protocol Description. We assume the reader is familiar with the cut-and-choose technique; here
we briefly discuss the main technical challenges that result from a naı̈ve application of cut-and-choose
and how we address them.
Input Inconsistency. The use of cut-and-choose produces multiple garbled circuits to be evaluated
by P3 . The idea with this attack is that a given party (either P1 or P2 in the three-party case)
can give inconsistent sub-keys in each of these circuits such that P3 ends up evaluating different
inputs for P1 /P2 instead of consistent inputs across all garbled circuits. This is a well-known
attack, and there are multiple solutions in the two-party setting. Here, we use the Diffie-Hellman
pseudorandom synthesizer trick [MF06, LP11] and adapt it in a straightforward manner to the
three-party setting.
Selective Failure. This attack arises any time the parties execute an OT to send the sub-keys
for P3 ’s input. Note that if the sender in the OT (either party P1 or P2 ) inputs one valid
label and one invalid label, he can learn a bit of P3 ’s input by learning whether the garbled
circuit evaluation fails or not. We circumvent this problem by directly applying the “XOR-tree”
approach [LP07, Woo07].
We now give a high-level description of our protocol.
1. The parties first replace the input circuit C 0 with a circuit C, where the only difference is
each of P3 ’s input wires is replaced by an XOR of s new input wires, preventing either party
P1 or P2 from launching a selective failure attack on P3 ’s input choices.
2. P1 and P2 generate the required commitments needed for input consistency, as is done in the
protocol of Lindell and Pinkas [LP11].
3. P1 and P2 construct s garbled circuits using Π0GC and the input sub-keys generated as is done
in the protocol of Lindell and Pinkas [LP11].
4. P1 and P2 compute authenticated sharings (between each other; P3 is not involved here) of
their input bits.
5. P1 and P2 both run (separately) an OT protocol with P3 for each of P3 ’s input wires, where
P1 /P2 input their sub-keys and P3 chooses based on his input. (Note that any cheating by
P1 /P2 here will be caught with high-probability by the cut-and-choose step below.) Thus, P3
now has keys for each of his input bits.
6. P1 and P2 send the (distributed) garbled circuits, along with the input consistency commitments, to P3 .
7. All three parties run a coin-tossing protocol to determine which circuits for P3 to open and
which to evaluate.
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8. For the evaluation circuits, P1 and P2 send the sub-keys and selector bits for their inputs to P3 .
Note that we need to be careful in this step, as we need to enforce that, for example, P1 uses
the same input as was shared in Step 2 above. This is accomplished as follows. Recall that
P1 and P2 have sharings of each other’s inputs and mask bits, all of which are authenticated.
Thus, P1 can send the (authenticated) share of her masked input to P2 , who can verify its
authenticity, and thus reconstruct the masked input bit using his own share. This allows an
honest P2 to send the correct sub-key (correct in the sense that it corresponds to P1 ’s input
shared in Step 2) to P3 , even with a malicious P1 .
9. For the check circuits, P1 and P2 send the required information for P3 to decrypt the check
circuits and verify correctness. If any of these check circuits are incorrectly constructed, P3
aborts; otherwise, he has high confidence that the majority of the evaluation circuits are
correctly constructed.
10. For the evaluation circuits, P3 checks for input consistency against the sub-keys sent by P1
and P2 in Step 8 using a zero-knowledge proof-of-knowledge protocol [LP11], aborting on any
inconsistency.
11. Finally, P3 evaluates the evaluation circuits, outputting the majority over the circuits’ output.
See below for the full protocol description.
Protocol Πm
3PC (P1 , P2 , P3 )
Auxiliary Inputs: Security parameter k, statistical security parameter s, circuit C 0 , cyclic group G with (prime)
order q and generator g, and randomness extractor H.
Inputs: For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }, P1 has inputs bw ; for w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }, P1 has inputs bw ; for w ∈ {n2 + 1, . . . , n},
P3 has inputs bw .
1.
2.

Each party replaces C 0 with a circuit C where each of P3 ’s input wires is replaced by an exclusive-or of s
new input wires. We let (n, m, q, L, R, G) ← C, and denote P3 ’s new inputs by b̂w .
n
o
1
1
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 generates a1w,0 , a1w,1 ←$ Zq and constructs set (w, 0, g aw,0 ), (w, 1, g aw,1 ) .
n
o
2
2
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P2 generates a2w,0 , a2w,1 ←$ Zq and constructs set (w, 0, g aw,0 ), (w, 1, g aw,1 ) .
n
o
i
For j ∈ {1, . . . , s}: Pi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, generates rji ←$ Zq and constructs set (j, g rj ) .
For j ∈ {1, . . . , s}: P1 and P2 run up to Step 2 (“Generate sub-keys”) of Π3GC (P1 , P2 ), where the parties do
the following in the jth iteration:
1

1

For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 generates sub-keys s1w,b⊕λw,j ,j ← H(g aw,b ·rj ) for b ∈ {0, 1}.
2

2

For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P2 generates sub-keys s2w,b⊕λw,j ,j ← H(g aw,b ·rj ) for b ∈ {0, 1}.
All other sub-keys are generated in the normal fashion.
3.
4.
5.

6.

For j ∈ {1, . . . , s}: P1 and P2 continue their executions of Π3GC (P1 , P2 ), producing garbled circuit GCj .
1
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 and P2 compute hbw i ← Fss
(bw ).
2
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P1 and P2 compute hbw i ← Fss
(bw ).
For j ∈ {1, . . . , s} and w ∈ {n2 + 1, . . . , n}: P1 and P2 exchange hλw,j i with each other, reconstructing λw,j
locally. Both P1 and P2 send λw,j to P3 .
For
2 + 1, . . . , n}: Pi , for i ∈ {1,
n w ∈ {n
2}, and P3 run Fot , with Pi as the sender inputting
o
n
o
i
i
sw,λw,j ,j
, sw,λw,j ⊕1,j
and P3 as the receiver inputting b̂w .
j∈{1,...,s}
j∈{1,...,s}

s
Pi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, sends the sets constructed in Step 2, along with the garbled circuit GCji i=1 , to P3 .
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7.
8.

The parties compute ρ ← Fcf . Let CC = {i : ρi = 1}, and let EC = {1, . . . , s} \ CC.
For j ∈ EC:
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 sends hbw i(1) ⊕ hλw,j i(1) to P2 , who reconstructs bw ⊕ λw,j locally. P1 sends
(s1w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j ) to P3 , and P2 sends (s2w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j ) to P3 .
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n}: P2 sends hbw i(2) ⊕ hλw,j i(2) to P1 , who reconstructs bw ⊕ λw,j locally. P1
sends (s1w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j ) to P3 , and P2 sends (s2w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j ) to P3 .

9.

For j ∈ CC:
Pi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, does the following:
Sends rji to P3 , and P3 checks that these values are consistent with the pairs

n
o
i
(j, g rj ) sent before.

(i)

For w ∈ {1, . . . , n}: Sends sub-keys siw,0,j and siw,1,j , mask bit share λw,j , and the keys to the
authenticated bits to P3 .
Given the above information, P3 reconstructs all input labels and verifies they match with those labels
sent previously. Also, using said labels, P3 verifies that the garbled circuit is correctly constructed.
10.

For j ∈ EC:
1

1

1

1

For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 sends g aw,bw ·rj to P3 , who computes s1w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j ← H(g aw,bw ·rj ).
2

2

2

2

For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P2 sends g aw,bw ·rj to P3 , who computes s2w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j ← H(g aw,bw ·rj ).
For w ∈ {1,
P3 run Fzkpok , with P1 as the prover inputting a1w,bw and P3 as the verifier
 . . . , n1 }: P1 and
n 1
o
1
1
1
1
inputting g, g aw,0 , g aw,1 , (g rj , g aw,bw ·rj )
.
j∈EC

11.

For w ∈ {n1 + 1, 
. . . , n2 }: P2 and P3 run Fzkpok , withP2 as the prover inputting a2w,bw and P3 as the
n 2
o
2
2
2
2
verifier inputting g, g aw,0 , g aw,1 , (g rj , g aw,bw ·rj )
.
j∈EC
n
o
For j ∈ EC: P3 evaluates circuit GCj using (s1w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , s2w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j )
as inputs.
w∈{1,...,n}

P3 outputs the majority output over the evaluated circuits.

Theorem 1. Let C be an arbitrary polynomial-size circuit and let G be a cyclic group with prime
order. Given access to ideal functionalities Fconst , Fgate , Foshare , Fot , Frand , and Fss , and
assuming that the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem is hard in G, then Πm
3PC (P1 , P2 , P3 ) securely
computes the circuit C in the presence of an adversary corrupting an arbitrary number of parties.
Proof. See Appendix E.

4.3

Adapting Lindell’s Protocol to the Three-Party Setting

The 3PC protocol described above has a replication factor of roughly 3×; namely, for statistical
security parameter s, the actual probability of cheating is roughly 2−0.32s [LP11]. Thus, for a desired
error probability of 2−40 a total of 128 circuits need to be garbled. Recently, Lindell [Lin13] showed
a beautiful construction which removes this replication factor in the two-party setting; that is, for a
cheating probability of 2−s the sender needs to garble only s circuits. In this section we show how
to adapt this protocol to the three-party setting.
Lindell’s construction works in two phases. In the first phase, the parties do a standard cutand-choose, with P1 constructing s circuits (for error probability 2−s ) and P2 opening half of them.
If, during evaluation, P2 finds that two or more circuits have conflicting outputs, it stores these
conflicting outputs as a “proof-of-cheating” φ. In the second phase, the parties run a circuit which
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takes as input from P1 her original input x, and from P2 the “proof-of-cheating” φ. If φ is a valid
proof, then the circuit reveals x to P2 , who can then compute the output himself; otherwise P2 gets
no output. Thus, this second phase enforces that if P1 cheated in the cut-and-choose then P2 learns
P1 ’s input.
To adapt this to the three-party setting, we proceed as follows. For the circuit in the first
phase, we essentially just run Πm
3PC (P1 , P2 , P3 ), with the same tweaks as are used by Lindell [Lin13]
(namely, the use of encoded output translation tables and doing circuit evaluation before circuit
checking).
For the second phase circuit, we run into some issues, due to Lindell’s scheme being inherently
a “two-party” approach. Recall that this circuit is constructed in such a way that if P2 receives
any conflicting outputs when evaluating, he inputs these outputs as a “proof-of-cheating” in order
to reveal P1 ’s input. At first glance, it appears this technique would not work in the three-party
setting because in that case P3 needs to learn both P1 ’s and P2 ’s inputs to reconstruct the output;
however, it could be the case that only one of these two parties is cheating. Recall, however, that
our distributed garbling scheme enforces that as long as one of the two parties is honest, the garbled
circuits are “correct” in the sense that they either correctly compute the desired circuit are cause a
failure independent of any party’s input. Thus, P3 only finds mismatched outputs in the case where
both P1 and P2 cheat, making it okay at this point to reveal both those parties’ inputs in the second
phase circuit.
Another issue arises in how this circuit is constructed. In Lindell’s two-party scheme, P1
hardwires the output keys into the circuit. In a naı̈ve adaptation to the three-party setting, both P1
and P2 would need to hardwire their output sub-keys into the circuit. However, this would allow
each party to learn the others’ sub-keys for the output, which leads to the following attack by a
colluding P1 and P3 : During the construction of the second phase circuit, P1 learns P2 ’s output
sub-keys, and he sends these, as well as his own output sub-keys, to P3 . Now, when P3 evaluates
the circuit, he can input conflicting outputs as his “proof-of-cheating” because he knows all of the
outputs keys, thus allowing P1 and P3 to learn P2 ’s input. We can fix this by having the output
sub-keys of P1 and P2 be inputs to the circuit, rather than hardcoded. However, this raises another
issue, as P3 cannot verify that the sub-keys input by P1 and P2 are the correct ones. Thus, we
modify the circuit to output these sub-keys in the clear, allowing P3 to do this check.
See below for the full protocol description.
Protocol Πm−lindell
(P1 , P2 , P3 )
3PC
Auxiliary Inputs: Security parameter k, statistical security parameter s, circuit C 0 , cyclic group G with (prime)
order q and generator g, and randomness extractor H.
Inputs: For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }, P1 has inputs bw ; for w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }, P2 has inputs bw ; for w ∈ {n2 + 1, . . . , n},
P3 has inputs bw .
1.
2.

Each party replaces C 0 with a circuit C where each of P3 ’s input wires is replaced by an exclusive-or of s
new input wires. We let (n, m, q, L, R, G) ← C, and denote P3 ’s new inputs by b̂w .
n
o
1
1
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 generates a1w,0 , a1w,1 ←$ Zq and constructs set (w, 0, g aw,0 ), (w, 1, g aw,1 ) .
n
o
2
2
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P2 generates a2w,0 , a2w,1 ←$ Zq and constructs set (w, 0, g aw,0 ), (w, 1, g aw,1 ) .
For w ∈ {n + q − m + 1, . . . , n + q}: Pi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, generates oiw,0 , oiw,1 ←n$ {0, 1} ko.

For j ∈ {1, . . . , s}: Pi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, generates rji ←$ Zq and constructs set
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i

(j, g rj ) .

For j ∈ {1, . . . , s}: P1 and P2 run up to Step 2 (“Generate sub-keys”) of Π0GC (P1 , P2 ), where the parties do
the following:
1

1

For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 generates sub-keys s1w,b⊕λw,j ,j ← H(g aw,b ·rj ) for b ∈ {0, 1}.
2

2

For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P2 generates sub-keys s2w,b⊕λw,j ,j ← H(g aw,b ·rj ) for b ∈ {0, 1}.
For w ∈ {n + q − m + 1, . . . , n + q}: Pi sets siw,b⊕λw,j ← oiw,b .
All other sub-keys are generated in the normal fashion.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

For j ∈ {1, . . . , s}: P1 and P2 continue their executions of Π0GC (P1 , P2 ), producing (distributed) garbled
circuit GCj := (GCj1 , GCj2 ).
1
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 and P2 compute hbw i ← Fss
(bw ).
2
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P1 and P2 compute hbw i ← Fss
(bw ).
For j ∈ {1, . . . , s} and w ∈ {n2 + 1, . . . , n}: P1 and P2 exchange hλw,j i with each other, reconstructing λw,j
locally. Both P1 and P2 send λw,j to P3 .
For
2 + 1, . . . , n}: Pi , for i ∈ {1,
n w ∈ {n
2}, and P3 run Fot , with Pi as the sender inputting
o
n
o
i
i
sw,λw,j ,j
, sw,λw,j ⊕1,j
and P3 as the receiver inputting b̂w .
j∈{1,...,s}
j∈{1,...,s}

s
For i ∈ {1, 2}: Pi sends the sets constructed in Step 2, along with the garbled circuit GCji j=1 , to P3 . In

n+q
addition, Pi sends the encoded output translation table (H(oiw,0 ), H(oiw,1 )) w=n+q−m+1 to P3 .
The parties compute ρ ← Fcf . Let CC = {i : ρi = 1}, and let EC = {1, . . . , s} \ CC.
For j ∈ EC (the evaluation circuits):
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 sends hbw i(1) ⊕ hλw,j i(1) to P2 , who reconstructs bw ⊕ λw,j locally. P1 sends
(s1w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j ) to P3 , and P2 sends (s2w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j ) to P3 .
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n}: P2 sends hbw i(2) ⊕ hλw,j i(2) to P1 , who reconstructs bw ⊕ λw,j locally. P1
sends (s1w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j ) to P3 , and P2 sends (s2w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j ) to P3 .
1

1

1

1

1
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 sends kw,j
:= g aw,bw ·rj to P3 , who computes s1w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j ← H(g aw,bw ·rj ).
2

2

2

2

2
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P2 sends kw,j
:= g aw,bw ·rj to P3 , who computes s2w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j ← H(g aw,bw ·rj ).
n
o
P3 evaluates circuit GCj using (s1w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , s2w,bw ⊕λw,j ,j , bw ⊕ λw,j )
as inputs.
w∈{1,...,n}

9.

P3 uses the encoded output translation tables sent in Step 6 to check if he received exactly one valid output
value for each output wire. If not, he stores these outputs as oj0 and oj1 and continues.
P1 and P2 construct a circuit C 0 as follows:
P1 inputs string x ∈ {0, 1} n1 and strings oiw,0 , oiw,1 ∈ {0, 1} k , for w ∈ {n + q − m + 1, . . . , n + q}.
P1 inputs string y ∈ {0, 1} n2 −n1 and strings o2w,0 , o2w,1 ∈ {0, 1} k , for w ∈ {n + q − m + 1, . . . , n + q}.
P3 inputs o0 , o1 ∈ {0, 1} k .
If there exists some j such that o1j,0 ko2j,0 = oj0 and o1j,1 ko2j,1 = oj1 , then P3 ’s output is xky; otherwise P3
receives no output.

n+q
The circuit also outputs the values o1w,0 , o1w,1 , o2w,0 , o2w,1 w=n+q−m+1 input by parties P1 and P2 above.
0
The parties run Πm
3PC (P1 , P2 , P3 ) on circuit C as follows:

10.

P1 inputs her input x = b1 . . . bn1 ; P2 inputs his input y = bn1 +1 . . . bn2 .
If P3 received two conflicting outputs o10 ko20 and o11 ko21 for some circuit j ∈ {1, . . . , s} in Step 8, then he
inputs these values; otherwise he inputs garbage.
The garbled circuit uses the same a1w,0 , a1w,1 , a2w,0 , a2w,1 values as in Step 2.

n+q
P3 verifies that the values o1w,0 , o1w,1 , o2w,0 , o2w,1 w=n+q−m+1 output by C 0 match those in the encoded output
translation tables sent in Step 6
For j ∈ CC (the check circuits):
Pi , for i ∈ {1, 2}, does the following:
Sends rji to P3 , and P3 checks that these values are consistent with the pairs
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n
o
i
(j, g rj ) sent before.

(i)

11.

For w ∈ {1, . . . , n}: Sends sub-keys siw,0,j and siw,1,j , mask bit share λw,j , and the keys to the
authenticated bits to P3 .
Given the above information, P3 reconstructs all input labels and verifies they match with those labels
sent previously. Also, using said labels, P3 verifies that the garbled circuit is correctly constructed.
c be the check circuits, let rbji be analogous to the rji
For the cut-and-choose computation from Step 9, let EE
i
i
values from Step 2, and let b
kw,j be analogous to the kw,j
from Step 6.
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 and P3 run a zero-knowledge proof-of-knowledge, with P1 proving that there exists
1
1
a1
rj10
1
1
w,bw ·b
c kw,j
some bw ∈ {0, 1} such that for every j ∈ EE and for every j 0 ∈ EE,
= g aw,bw ·rj and b
kw,j
.
0 = g
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: P2 and P3 run a zero-knowledge proof-of-knowledge, with P2 proving that
2
2
2
c kw,j
there exists some bw ∈ {0, 1} such that for every j ∈ EE and for every j 0 ∈ EE,
= g aw,bw ·rj and
2
2
a
·b
r
b
k2 0 = g w,bw j 0 .
w,j

12.

P3 either outputs the output received in the evaluation circuits, or, if P3 received any inconsistent inputs in
Step 8, then it locally computes f (x, y, z), where x and y are the inputs P3 received in Step 9, and z is P3 ’s
own input.

Theorem 2. Let C be an arbitrary polynomial-size circuit and let G be a cyclic group with
prime order. Given access to ideal functionalities Fconst , Fgate , Foshare , Fot , Frand , and Fss ,
and assuming that the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem is hard in G, then Πm−lindell
(P1 , P2 , P3 )
3PC
securely computes the circuit C in the presence of an adversary corrupting an arbitrary number of
parties.
Proof. See Appendix F.

4.4

Efficiency

We now argue why our 3PC protocol is roughly eight times as expensive in terms of computation
as the underlying 2PC protocol we utilize, and roughly sixteen times as expensive in terms of
communication. Both protocols are very similar to the underlying 2PC protocol they are based on;
the major changes in terms of computation cost are that (1) the cost of encrypting a single row
increases due to the use of the distributed encryption scheme, and (2) P3 needs to do twice the work
(due to needing to communicate with both P1 and P2 ) as compared to the evaluator in the underlying
2PC protocol. Indeed, it takes about eight PRF calls (where one PRF call equals outputting k
bits) to encrypt a single row of the garbled circuit, and thus the cost and size of a garbled circuit
increases by a factor of eight. The cost for P1 and P2 to distributively garble a circuit is a small
number of OTs per gate, and this can be amortized using OT extension techniques [IKNP03].
In terms of communication cost, both P1 and P2 need to send their half of the distributed
garbled circuit to P3 , and the communication cost of actually constructing a distributed garbled
circuit is roughly the cost of a standard garbled circuit. Since each garbled circuit is eight times
larger than in the underlying 2PC protocol, we find that the overall communication size increases
by approximately sixteen.

5

Efficient Instantiations of Necessary Functionalities

In this section, we show how to efficiently instantiate the calls to the two-party functionalities used
in our protocols.
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Semi-Honest Setting. The hybrids for our semi-honest protocol can be instantiated in the
standard fashion, see Appendix A. For instantiating Foshare , we need a single call to Fot , but
otherwise the protocol is fairly straight-forward; see Appendix B.
Malicious Setting. For the malicious setting we use ideas from the work of Nielsen et al. [NNOB12].
The key notion is that of an (obliviously) authenticated bit, or aBit for short. Namely, for a bit b
authenticated towards Pi , Pi holds both the bit b and a mask Mb , with Pj holding the authentication
key Kb and a global key ∆j such that Mb = Kb ⊕ b∆j . Authenticated bits can be efficiently
constructed in the random oracle model using OT extension [IKNP03, NNOB12]. Besides the
one-time cost of using OT extension, Nielsen et al. [NNOB12] claim a protocol requiring only 8 calls
to the underlying hash function H per aBit.2
In the following, we briefly describe how to instantiate our hybrid functionalities assuming
sufficiently many aBits. We do not discuss Fcf , Fot , and Fzkpok here because they can be
instantiated without using aBits.
G . These hybrids can be directly instantiated using known protoFconst , Fss , Frand , Fgate
cols [NNOB12] (we assume when using Fgate that only AND and XOR gates are used). We
now describe the cost of these protocols in terms of the number of calls to the underlying hash
function H: Fconst requires no calls to H; Fss requires one aBit and thus 8 calls to H; Frand
XOR can be computed locally; and F AN D requires
requires two aBits and thus 16 calls to H; Fgate
gate
584 calls to H.
Foshare . The implementation of Foshare requires calls to an appropriate underlying OT primitive.
To ensure that the sharings are shuffled according to the authenticated bit, we introduce a
primitive called receiver-authenticated string oblivious transfer, or in short, RaOT. As the name
suggests, RaOT receives two input strings s0 , s1 ∈ {0, 1} ∗ from the sender Pj , and an aBit hbi(i)
from the receiver Pi , and outputs sb to the receiver (i.e., the aBit commits the receiver to his
selection).
A naı̈ve implementation of RaOT can be obtained by using the authenticated OT primitive
from NNOB for each bit of the strings s0 and s1 . However, this is a clear overkill as we only
need the bit of the receiver to be authenticated. We have a more efficient implementation of
RaOT which requires one aBit plus four additional calls to H, see Appendix C. Foshare can be
instantiated using two calls to RaOT and a single aBit; again, see Appendix C. Thus, Foshare
requires a total of 32 calls to H.
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Appendices
A

Hybrid Functionalities

b
Secret Sharing of a Constant Bit. The functionality Fconst
is parameterized by a bit b, and
outputs a sharing (authenticated, in the malicious setting) of that bit.

b
Functionality Fconst
→ hbi

Output: The functionality does the following:
1.
Choose bit r ←$ {0, 1}.
2.
(Semi-honest setting) Output r to Pi and r ⊕ b to Pj .
3.
(Malicious setting) Construct authenticated bits ri = hri(i) and rj = hr ⊕ bi(j) , and output ri to party
Pi and rj to party Pj .

In the semi-honest setting, this functionality can be instantiated by having Pi generate a random
bit r and sending r to Pj , who computes r ⊕ b. In the malicious setting we can instantiate this
using the protocol described by Nielsen et al. [NNOB12, Figure 3].
Bit Secret Sharing. The functionality Fss in the semi-honest setting is the standard secret sharing
functionality. In the malicious setting, the functionality creates an authenticated sharing of the
input bit.
i
Functionality Fss
(b) → hbi

Input: Party Pi inputs a bit b.
Output: The functionality does the following:
1.
Select r ←$ {0, 1} uniformly at random.
2.
(Semi-honest setting) Output r to party Pj , and b ⊕ r to party Pi .
3.
(Malicious setting) Construct authenticated bits bj = hri(j) and bi = hb ⊕ ri(i) , and output bj to party
Pj and bi to party Pi .

Implementing the functionality in the semi-honest setting is trivial. In the malicious setting we can
use the Input protocol described by Nielsen et al. [NNOB12, Figure 6].
One-Out-of-Two Oblivious Secret Sharing. The functionality Foshare is used to share the
sub-keys of the garbled table in an oblivious fashion while preserving consistency with respect to the
circuit such that the circuit evaluation succeeds given the correct input sub-keys. More precisely,
Foshare interacts with two parties, called the sender Pj and the receiver Pi ; it expects two inputs,
m0 and m1 , from the sender along with a two-out-of-two sharing hbi of a selection bit b between
the sender and receiver, and outputs a random two-out-of-two sharing [mb ] of mb . In the malicious
setting, hbi is an authenticated bit share. The functionality does not leak any information about b
to the parties. Furthermore, when the sender is honest, it leaks no information on its inputs to the
receiver. However, to ensure simulatability we allow a corrupted sender to choose his output share,
y (j) , at will.
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i,j
Functionality Foshare
(hbi(i) , (hbi(j) , m0 , m1 , y (j) )) → [mb ]

Input: Party Pi inputs share bi = hbi(i) . Party Pj inputs share bj = hbi(j) and vector (m0 , m1 ) ∈
{0, 1} k × {0, 1} k . In the malicious setting, bi and bj are authenticated. Additionally, party Pj input a value
y (j) ∈ {0, 1} k ∪ {⊥}; if Pj is honest he sets y (j) = ⊥, otherwise y (j) can be arbitrary.
Output: The functionality does the following:
1.
(Malicious setting) If either hbi(i) or hbi(j) is not a correctly authenticated bit then abort.
2.
Compute b = bi ⊕ bj
3.
If y (j) = ⊥, then choose y (j) ←$ {0, 1} k .
4.
Output mb ⊕ y (j) to Pi and y (j) to Pj .

See Appendix B for an instantiation of Foshare in the semi-honest setting, and Appendix C for an
instantiation in the malicious setting.
Oblivious Secret Sharing. The oblivious secret sharing functionality Frand takes no inputs, and
outputs a sharing of a random bit. In the malicious setting, this output sharing is authenticated.
Functionality Frand → hri
Output: The functionality does the following:
1.
Choose bits r, r0 ←$ {0, 1}.
2.
(Semi-honest setting) Output r0 to Pi and r ⊕ r0 to Pj .
3.
(Malicious setting) Construct authenticated bits ri = hr0 i(i) and rj = hr ⊕ r0 i(j) , and output ri to
party Pi and rj to party Pj .

In the semi-honest setting, this can be easily instantiated by each party choosing a random bit ri
and letting r = ri ⊕ rj . In the malicious setting we need to construct authenticated shares and thus
need additional machinery: we can utilize the Rand protocol by Nielsen et al. [NNOB12, Figure 6].
G
Oblivious Gate Evaluation. The functionality Fgate
takes as inputs shares of bits a and b, and
outputs a share of G(a, b) for some binary gate G. In the malicious setting, both input and output
shares are authenticated.
G
Functionality Fgate
(hai, hbi) → hG(a, b)i

Input: The parties input bit shares hai and hbi. In the malicious setting, these shares are authenticated.
Auxiliary Input: The description of a binary gate G.
Output: The functionality does the following:
1.
(Malicious setting) If any of the shares are not correctly authenticated then abort.
2.
Compute a and b from the shares.
3.
Compute c = G(a, b) and output a sharing (authenticated in the malicious setting) of c.

As our circuits require only AND and XOR gates, we only consider those choices for G here. In the
semi-honest setting, we can compute XOR gates locally and AND gates using one-out-of-four OT,
as is done in the GMW protocol [GMW87]. In the malicious setting we can efficiently instantiate
the functionality for XOR and AND gates using the XOR and AND protocols by Nielsen et
al. [NNOB12, Figure 6].
Oblivious Transfer. The functionality Fot implements standard oblivious transfer.
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i,j
Functionality Fot
(b, (m0 , m1 )) → mb

Input: Party Pi inputs a choice bit b. Party Pj inputs two messages m0 and m1 .
Output: The functionality outputs mb to Pi , and ⊥ to Pj .

This can be implemented efficiently in both the semi-honest and malicious setting using known
existing protocols [PVW08].

B

Hybrid Implementations for the Semi-Honest Protocol

One-Out-of-Two Oblivious Secret Sharing. The following protocol implements the Foshare
functionality:
(i)
(j)
Protocol Πi,j
, m0 , m1 , ⊥))
oshare (hbi , (hbi

Input: Party Pi inputs his share bi = hbi(i) of hbi. Party Pj inputs his share bj = hbi(j) of hbi along with two
strings m0 , m1 ∈ {0, 1} k .
1. Pj chooses r ←$ {0, 1} k uniformly at random.
2. Execute Fot with Pj as the sender having inputs (s0 , s1 ) = (m0 ⊕ r, m1 ⊕ r), and Pi as the receiver having
input b0 = 1 ⊕ bi ; denote Pi ’s output as yi .
Outputs: Pj outputs yj = ((m0 ⊕ m1 )

(1 ⊕ bj )) ⊕ r and Pi outputs yi .

i,j
Lemma 1. The protocol Πi,j
oshare securely implements the functionality Foshare in the presence of a
semi-honest adversary in the Fot -hybrid world.

Proof. First, we show correctness; namely, we argue that the output of the protocol is a two-out-oftwo sharing of mb , that is, yi ⊕ yj = mb . Indeed,
yi ⊕ yj = m1⊕bi ⊕ r ⊕ ((m0 ⊕ m1 )
= m1⊕bi ⊕ ((m0 ⊕ m1 )

(1 ⊕ bj )) ⊕ r

(1 ⊕ bj )).

Note that if bj = 0, we have
yi ⊕ yj = m1⊕bi ⊕ m0 ⊕ m1 = mb .
Likewise, if bj = 1, we have
yi ⊕ yj = m1⊕bi = mb .
To prove that the protocol is simulatable, observe that (1) Pj receives no information in the
protocol (which follows from the privacy of OT) and (2) Pi only sees yi , where the value m1⊕bi is
i,j
perfectly blinded by r. Hence, similarly to the ideal evaluation of Foshare
, the values seen by the
parties give them no information. More formally, we consider the following cases:
Pi is corrupted: The simulator, emulating the execution of Fot towards Pi , waits for A to input
his bit 1 ⊕ hbi(i) . The simulator extracts hbi(i) , submits it to Foshare , forwards the reply to A,
and halts with A’s output.
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Pj is corrupted: The simulator receives the messages (m0 ⊕r, m1 ⊕r) from A and extracts r, which
is possible due to the semi-honest setting. The simulator then submits (hbi(j) , m0 , m1 , y (j) ) to
Foshare , where y (j) = (m0 ⊕ m1 ) (1 ⊕ hbi(j) ) ⊕ r, and halts with A’s output.
Noting that each of these simulators perfectly simulates the adversary in the Fot -hybrid world, the
protocol is secure.

C

Hybrid Implementations for the Malicious Protocol

In the malicious setting we utilize ideas from the protocol by Nielsen et al. [NNOB12]. In particular,
each party Pi holds a global key ∆i , which they use to construct authenticated bit shares. For
a bit b authenticated towards Pi , Pi holds both the bit b and a MAC Mb , with Pj holding the
authentication key Kb , with the condition that Mb = Kb ⊕ b∆j . To ease notation, in this section we
let hbi(i) = (b, Mb , Kb ).
Authenticated Bit. We repeat here the FaBit functionality [NNOB12, Figure 5].
Functionality FaBit → hri(i)
Auxiliary Input: Party Pj inputs his global key ∆j ← {0, 1} k .
Output:
1.
(If Pi is malicious) Set hbi(i) = (b, M, M ⊕ b∆).
2.
(If Pj is malicious) Let b ←$ {0, 1} and set hbi(i) = (b, K ⊕ b∆j , K).
3.
(If both are honest) Let b ←$ {0, 1} and K ←$ {0, 1} k , and set hbi(i) = (b, K ⊕ b∆j , K).
4.
Output (b, K ⊕ b∆j ) to Pi and (K, ∆j ) to Pj .

The implementation of FaBit is detailed in the work of Nielsen et al. [NNOB12, Section 4] and not
repeated here. Note that the parties can utilize FaBit to construct a constant bit by Pi setting
M = 0k and Pj setting K = b∆j .
Receiver-Authenticated One-Out-of-Two Oblivious Transfer. We first define the functionality for receiver-authenticated oblivious transfer:
i,j
Functionality Fraot
(hbi(i) , (m0 , m1 )) → mb

Input: Party Pi inputs an authenticated choice bit b. Party Pj inputs two messages m0 and m1 .
Output: The functionality does the following:
1.
If Pi ’s choice bit b is not correctly authenticated then abort.
2.
Output mb to Pi .

In order to efficiently implement Fraot , we need the following functionality:
Functionality Feq (a, b) → {0, 1}
Input: Party Pi inputs a ∈ {0, 1} k , and party Pj inputs b ∈ {0, 1} k .
Output: The functionality outputs 1 if a = b, and 0 otherwise.
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This can be instantiated efficiently using two calls to a random oracle H [NNOB12, pg. 7]. We can
thus instantiate Fraot as follows:
Protocol Πraot (hbi(i) , (m0 , m1 ))
Let hbi(i) = (b, Mb , Kb ).
i
1. The parties compute hri(i) = (r, Mr , Kr ) ← FaBit
.

2. Pi computes d = b ⊕ r and sends d to Pj .
3. Pi sends Mb ⊕ Mr to Feq , and Pj sends (Kb ⊕ Kr ) ⊕ d∆j to Feq , to check the equality of the two values.
If they are not equal, Pj aborts the protocol.
d
4. The parties then compute hdi(i) ← Fconst
.

5. Let hwi(i) = hri(i) ⊕ hdi(i) . Pj sends X0 = H(Kw ) ⊕ m0 and X1 = H(Kw ⊕ ∆j ) ⊕ m1 to Pi .
Output: Pi outputs Xw ⊕ H(Mw ) and Pj outputs ⊥.

Lemma. The protocol Πraot securely implements the functionality Fraot in the presence of a
malicious adversary in the Random Oracle model.
Proof. Noting that w = b in the protocol, correctness is immediate. To prove simulatability, we
consider the following corruption cases:
Pi is corrupted: The simulator S simulating an adversary A corrupting Pi proceeds as follows. S
forwards its input (b, Mb ) to A as input to the protocol. If A sends a message v to Feq such
that v 6= Mb ⊕ Mr , S aborts the protocol. Otherwise, S sends hbi(i) to the trusted third party,
receiving back mb . S then generates two random bit-strings X0 and X1 , and programs H so
that H(Mw ) = Xb ⊕ mb . Finally, S sends X0 and X1 to A.
Pj is corrupted: The simulator S simulating an adversary A corrupting Pj proceeds as follows.
S forwards its input (m0 , m1 , Kb ) to A as input to the protocol. If A sends a message v to
Feq such that v 6= (Kb ⊕ Kr ) ⊕ d∆j , S aborts the protocol. Next, S waits until Pj sends X0
and X1 to Pi . It then uses its knowledge of hri(i) and hdi(i) to extract m0 and m1 , which it
feeds to the trusted third party.
Noting that each of these simulators perfectly simulate the adversary in the (FaBit , Fconst , Feq )hybrid world, the protocol is secure.
One-Out-of-Two Oblivious Secret Sharing. We can instantiate Foshare in the malicious
setting using a protocol similar to Πoshare with the following modifications:
1. We use receiver-authenticated OT in place of standard OT;
2. To ensure that the simulator can extract consistent inputs from a corrupted sender, we do two
invocations of Fraot ;
3. In order to extract Pj ’s input in the case Pj is corrupt, we need an addition authentication
check requiring one invocation of FaBit .
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(i)
(j)
Protocol Πi,j
, m0 , m1 , ⊥))
oshare−m (hbi , (hbi

Let hbi(i) = (bi , Mbi , Kbi ) and hbi(j) = (bj , Mbj , Kbj ).
1. Pj chooses r0 , r1 ←$ {0, 1} k uniformly at random.
2. Execute Fraot with Pj as sender having inputs (s0 , s1 ) = (m0 ⊕ r0 , m1 ⊕ r1 ), and Pi as the receiver having
input h1i(i) ⊕ hbi(i) ; Pi denotes his output by yi .
3. Execute Fraot with Pj as sender having inputs (s0 , s1 ) = (r0 , r1 ), and Pi as the receiver having input hbi(i) ;
Pi denotes his output by rbi .
j
4. Execute hri(j) = (r, Mr , Kr ) ← FaBit
. Pj sends (d, Md ) to Pi , where d = r ⊕ bj and Md = Mr ⊕ Mbj , and
Pi checks if (d, Md , Kd ⊕ Kr ) is a valid authenticated bit, aborting if not.

Outputs: Pj outputs y (j) = ((m0 ⊕ m1 )

(1 ⊕ bj )) ⊕ r0 ⊕ r1 and Pi outputs yi ⊕ rbi .

Lemma. The protocol Πoshare−m securely implements the functionality Foshare in the presence of
a malicious adversary in the (FaBit , Fraot )-hybrid world.
Proof. We first demonstrate correctness. It suffices to show that yi ⊕ yj = mb . Indeed,
yi ⊕ yj = (m1⊕bi ⊕ r1⊕bi ⊕ rbi ) ⊕ ((m0 ⊕ m1 )
= m1⊕bi ⊕ ((m0 ⊕ m1 )

(1 ⊕ bj )) ⊕ r0 ⊕ r1

(1 ⊕ bj )),

and the derivation follows exactly as in the semi-honest case.
To prove that the protocol is simulatable, we consider the following corruption cases:
Pi is corrupted: The simulator S waits for A to input his choice bit hb0 i(i) to the first Fraot
invocation. If hb0 i is not a valid authenticated bit, S aborts. Otherwise, S returns to A a
random string yi0 . Likewise, in the second Fraot invocation, S retrieves hbi(i) from A, aborting
if the authentication check fails. S then invokes Foshare with hbi(i) , receiving Pi ’s output yi .
S computes ri0 = yi ⊕ yi0 and sends ri0 to A as the output of the second Fraot . Finally, S acts
as Pj would in Step 4, and halts with A’s output.
Pj is corrupted: The simulator S emulates the two executions of Fraot towards the adversary
A controlling Pj , from which S receives (x0 , x1 ) and (r00 , r10 ), respectively. In Step 4, S
extracts hbj i(j) . S then computes (m00 , m01 ) = (x0 ⊕ r00 , x1 ⊕ r10 ) and submits the message
(hbj i(j) , m00 , m01 , y (j) ) to Foshare , where y (j) = ((m00 ⊕ m01 ) (1 ⊕ bj )) ⊕ r00 ⊕ r10 , and halts with
A’s output.
Noting that each of these simulators perfectly simulates the adversary in the (FaBit , Fraot )-hybrid
world, the protocol is secure.

D
D.1

2PC Protocol Using Distributed Garbled Circuits
The Semi-Honest Setting

We describe a secure two-party computation protocol Π2PC (P1 , P2 ) which uses our two-party
distributed garbling scheme ΠGC (P1 , P2 ) as a sub-protocol to securely compute any polynomial-size
circuit C toward P2 ; see Figure 3 for the detailed description. The parties first perform a distributed
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Protocol Π2PC (P1 , P2 )
Auxiliary Inputs: Security parameter k, circuit (n, m, q, L, R, G) ← C.
Inputs: For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }, P1 has inputs bw ; for w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n}, P2 has inputs bw .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The parties execute ΠGC (P1 , P2 ).
1
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: The parties execute hbw i ← Fss
(bw ).
2
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n2 }: The parties execute hbw i ← Fss
(bw ).
1
P1 sends GC to P2 .
For w ∈ {1, . . . , n1 }: P1 sends (s1w,bw ⊕λw , hbw i(1) ⊕ hλw i(1) ) to P2 who reconstructs bw ⊕ λw locally.
For w ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n}: P2 sends hbw i(2) ⊕ hλw i(2) to P1 , who reconstructs bw ⊕ λw locally. P1 then
sends s1w,bw ⊕λw to P2 .
P2 evaluates the garbled circuit using the keys (s1w,bw ⊕λw , s2w,bw ⊕λw ) and selector bits bw ⊕ λw , for
w ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Figure 3: Two-party secure function evaluation.
garbling of the circuit and secret-sharing of their inputs. The parties then exchange input keys as
follows:
For each of P1 ’s input wires, P1 sends to P2 the appropriate sub-key s1w,bw ⊕λw , as well as his share
hbw i(1) ⊕ hλw i(1) ; P2 reconstructs bw ⊕ λw and selects sub-key s2w,bw ⊕λw to use for decryption.3
For each of P2 ’s input wires, we do a similar protocol as for P1 ’s input wires. Here, P2 sends
hbw i(2) ⊕ hλw i(2) to P1 , who reconstructs bw ⊕ λw ; P1 then sends sub-key s1w,bw ⊕λw to P2 .4
Given the “shares” of the garbled circuit and the input keys, P2 can evaluate the garbled circuit to
retrieve the output.
Theorem 3. The protocol Π2PC (P1 , P2 ) securely evaluates the circuit C in the presence of a static,
semi-honest adversary in the (Fconst , Fgate , Foshare , Fot , Frand , Fss )-hybrid world.
Proof. Correctness of the construction can be easily verified by inspection of the protocol. In the
remainder of the proof we describe (black-box straight-line) simulators S1 and S2 which simulate an
adversary corrupting P1 and P2 , respectively.
The simulator S1 : We simulate adversary P1∗ corrupting P1 as follows. S1 plays as P2 and follows
the protocol description using 0n−n1 as input. The messages which P1∗ sees during the simulation are
all shares of random values and input values. Therefore, due to the property of the secret sharing,
the simulation is perfect.
The simulator S2 : Simulating adversary P2∗ corrupting P2 is less trivial. In addition to running
ΠGC , S2 must also simulate sending P1 ’s share of the garbled circuit along with the correct keys and
mask bits that P1 sends to P2∗ after the execution of ΠGC . However, S2 does not know the inputs
of P1 . Hence, S2 has to come up with a sharing of a “fake” circuit which is indistinguishable from
the original circuit. We handle this as follows. S2 uses 0 for each of P1 ’s input bits, which would
cause the output to be f (0n1 , y). While this is not necessarily the correct output (as P1 ’s input
3

Note that in the semi-honest setting P1 can in fact just send bw ⊕ λw instead of sending his share; however, when
we discuss malicious security we will find it necessary for P1 to send his share and not bw ⊕ λw . Thus, we include this
slight complication in the semi-honest setting to help ease our transition to malicious security.
4
Note that the prior footnote about sending bw ⊕ λw instead of the shares applies in this step as well.
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could be any x ← {0, 1} n1 ), S2 can correct this by modifying the selection bits on the output gates
of the circuit to contain z = f (x, y) rather than f (0n1 , y). The security of the encryption scheme
guarantees that these modified selection bits do not provide the adversary with any distinguishing
advantage.
More precisely, playing as P1 and emulating the ideal functionalities, S2 proceeds as follows:
1. As S2 does not know P1 ’s input, it uses 0n1 instead.
2. S2 sends P2∗ ’s input y to the SFE ideal functionality and receives the function output z = f (x, y)
in return.
3. In performing the distributed garbling, for each of P2∗ ’s input wires, S2 receives the mask bits
λw (through the calls to Fss ), and for each gate Gγ , S2 receives the sub-keys s2γ,0 and s2γ,1
(through the calls to Foshare ). S2 chooses all other mask bits uniformly at random except for
the output masks (which S2 sets to 0).
Now, when the output wires are decrypted, P2∗ expects to receive the correct output z. S2
accomplishes this as follows. Given inputs x and y, S2 can compute, for each gate Gγ , the
expected output zγ of that gate. Thus, for every gate Gγ in the circuit, S2 modifies the
construction of the garbled gate as follows: For each row P [γ, j, k] of the garbled gate, S2
modifies the output of the Fgate calls to output hzγ i = (hzγ i(1) , hzγ i(2) ) (instead of having
Fgate output hσγ,j,k i). This ensures that irrespective of which row is actually decrypted, the
output of gate Gγ will be zγ as in the ideal computation, and the sub-keys will be consistent
with the selector bit.
This concludes the description of the simulator. We now argue that the simulated transcript
is indistinguishable from the real one. The proof of simulation follows by a hybrid argument. We
assume that all the gates have two inputs and a single output, and are topologically ordered, where
the input gates come first, then the inner gates and finally the output gates.
For i ∈ {0, . . . , q} we define the hybrid Hi as follows: Hi is the protocol execution in which
the garbled gates indexed by n + 1, . . . , n + i are constructed according to the real execution
and the remaining q − i gates constructed according to the simulated execution. Note that H0
corresponds to the real execution, and Hq to the simulated execution. So, it suffices to show that
for i ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}, the neighboring hybrids Hi and Hi+1 are indistinguishable.
Choose i which maximizes the adversary’s advantage, and let Gγ refer to Gn+i (namely, Gγ is
the gate which is garbled as in the real execution in hybrid Hi but replaced by a simulated gate
in hybrid Hi+1 ). Denote by α and β the input wires to Gγ and by γ the output wire. In Hi , the
third component of the plaintext in the garbled row P 1 [γ, j, k] is hσγ,j,k i(1) , whereas in Hi+1 this
component is hzγ i(1) . The claim that this does not create a distinguishing advantage follows from
the security of the encryption scheme. The argument is nearly identical to the argument presented
by Lindell and Pinkas [LP09, pp. 183–187], and is thus not repeated.
This completes the proof.

D.2

The Malicious Setting

Intuitively, Π2PC (P1 , P2 ), using the “authenticated” ideal functionalities from Section 3.3, is a
maliciously secure protocol because the adversary is unable to cheat by modifying the authenticated
shared bits. The only alternative is for the adversary to cheat by modifying his sub-keys, which would
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cause the protocol to abort. However, each garbled gate is permuted according to random shared
bits, and therefore the adversary has no notion of which row will be decrypted on evaluation; if he
corrupts t rows in a given garbled gate, the probability of the protocol aborting is t/4, independent
of each party’s input.
Theorem 4. Let C be an arbitrary polynomial-size circuit. Then the protocol Π2PC (P1 , P2 ), using
authenticated hybrids as described above, securely evaluates the circuit C in the presence of a (static)
malicious adversary in the (Fconst , Fgate , Foshare , Frand , Fss )-hybrid world.
Proof. We construct simulators S1 and S2 which simulate an adversary corrupting P1 and P2 ,
respectively. In the following analysis, we ignore the negligible probability difference due to the
direct attack on the authentication mechanism.
Simulator S1 : We simulate adversary P1∗ corrupting party P1 as follows. The simulator S1 chooses
0n−n1 as P2 ’s input and then runs exactly as P2 would. In addition, S1 extracts P1∗ ’s input x through
1 and passes x to the ideal SFE functionality.
the calls to Fss
As S1 acts exactly as P2 does (albeit on a different input), and P1∗ receives no output, we need
only show that the protocol aborts with equal probability across the two views.
Note that P1∗ has three possible places in the protocol in which he can try to force the protocol
to abort:
1. Sending an invalid sub-key in Step 5 or Step 6 of Π2PC ,
2. Inputting invalid or flipped sub-keys into the calls to Foshare , or
3. Encrypting the incorrect sub-key shares or using some arbitrary string as encryptions.
We claim that the probability of aborting due to any of the above attacks is independent of P2 ’s
input. Clearly, if P1∗ sends invalid sub-keys for his own input wires, the probability of aborting is
independent of P2 ’s input. In the case that P1∗ sends an invalid sub-key in Step 6 of Π2PC , the
probability of aborting is independent of P2 ’s input due to the masking by the (uniformly chosen)
mask bit.
Now consider the case where P1∗ corrupts t rows in a given garbled gate. Note that even though
∗
P1 can control which rows in the garbled gate table to corrupt, the probability that any given row
is hit during evaluation is exactly 1/4 (by the security of the point-and-permute method). Thus,
the probability that a given bad row is hit is t/4, independent of the bits on the incoming wires
into the gate. Thus, as the probability of aborting is independent of P2 ’s input, the two views are
perfectly indistinguishable.
Simulator S2 : We simulate adversary P2∗ corrupting party P2 as follows. The simulator S2 selects
0n1 as the input of P1 , and then proceeds to act as P1 in ΠGC . Then, S2 extracts P2∗ ’s input y
2 and passes y to the ideal functionality, receiving back f (x, y). Now, S
through the calls to Fss
2
continues executing as P1 , except it modifies its share for the output of Fgate on the output gates
so that the selector bits for all rows in the output gates contain the appropriate bit from f (x, y). In
more detail, right before sending its share GC 1 at Step 4 of the protocol, S2 does the following:
For each output gate Gγ , let zγ denote the correct output (i.e., the appropriate bit from f (x, y))
of the gate. Now, for each of the four rows of this gate, S2 modifies the original authenticated
∗ i(1) , hz i(2) ) that would be reconstructed
sharing (hzγ,1 i(1) , hzγ,2 i(2) ) into a new sharing (hzγ,1
γ,2
to zγ . Note that this is possible, since S2 has been emulating the Fgate functionality and has all
the information necessary to construct new authenticated shares. In addition, S2 modifies the
corresponding encryption in the garbled gate accordingly.
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S2 continues executing as P1 , and outputs whatever P2∗ outputs.
We now prove that the view of the adversary when communicating with S2 versus the view when
communicating with a real P1 is computationally indistinguishable. We show this by constructing a
set of hybrids and proving indistinguishability between them.
H0 : The same as the real execution with P1 .
H1 : The same as H0 , except the output of Fgate in each output gate is modified to be equal to
an authenticated sharing of the correct output from f (x, y).
H2 : The same as H1 , except input 0n1 is used instead of P1 ’s real input.
We first show that hybrids H0 and H1 are computationally indistinguishable. This follows from
the security of the underlying garbling scheme; the only difference here is that P2∗ can try to force
the protocol to abort. However, by the security of the authenticated bit sharing scheme, the output
of Fgate towards P2∗ provides no information about the underlying selector bit’s value, and thus P2∗
acts independently of the value σγ,i,j .
The indistinguishability between H1 and H2 can be shown similarly to the case in which P1 is
corrupted.
Note that H0 is simply the real execution of the protocol, and H2 is the execution of the simulator
S2 . Thus, as each hybrid is (at least) computationally indistinguishable from its neighboring hybrids,
we conclude that the protocol is secure.

E

Proof of Theorem 1

Theorem. Let C be an arbitrary polynomial-size circuit and let G be a cyclic group with prime order.
Given access to ideal functionalities Fconst , Fgate , Foshare , Fot , Frand , and Fss , and assuming
that the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem is hard in G, then Πm
3PC (P1 , P2 , P3 ) securely computes
the circuit C in the presence of an adversary corrupting an arbitrary number of parties.
Proof (Sketch). The proof is similar to prior work in two-party garbling schemes based on cut-andchoose [LP07, LP11, sS11].
We make use of the following lemma:
Lemma. Consider garbled gate Gγ with input wires α and β, and let Xw,b = (s1w,b , s2w,b , b ⊕ λw ),
for w ∈ {α, β} denote the valid keys. Fix a (valid) key Xw,b for some fixed w and b. Let X̄w,b be
equal to Xw,b except that two of the three components (i.e., the sub-keys and selector bit) are altered
arbitrarily. Then using key X̄w,b to decrypt Gγ causes a decryption failure with all but negligible
probability.
Proof. This follows directly from our encryption scheme and garbling scheme.
What this lemma says is that for a given garbled gate, a sub-key / selector bit combo can only
be used correctly on a single row of the garbled table, and modifying some (but not all) of the
components results in a decryption failure; thus an adversary must change both the sub-key and
permutation bit accordingly for the garbled gate to successfully decrypt. Note that in the two-party
secure computation protocol described in Section 3 we enforce the above by authenticating all of the
selector bits (thus preventing any malicious party from altering these). However, the authenticated
sharing protocol only works between two parties, namely the parties doing the distributed garbling.
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Thus, we need a way for the evaluator to gain confidence in the sub-key / selector bit combos sent
to him by P1 and P2 . We do this by utilizing the Diffie-Hellman pseudorandom synthesizer trick of
Lindell and Pinkas [LP11]. This enforces that P1 and P2 are consistent in the sub-keys they send to
P3 , and because at least one sub-key is correct, the adversary can at most cause P3 to abort.
There are six possible (interesting) corruption cases. However, due to symmetries, we only need
to consider four of them.
The adversary corrupts parties P1 and P2 . We need to construct a simulator S with access
to the adversary A (who controls P1 and P2 ) and a trusted third party which computes f (x, y, z)
given inputs x, y, and z. The simulator S is constructed as follows: S invokes the adversary A,
and the runs as P3 would until Step 10. Here, S uses the witnesses aiw,bw send by P1 and P2 to
Fzkpok to extract their inputs. S then feeds these inputs to the trusted third party, receiving back
f (x, y, z). S continues to run as P3 would, and halts, outputting whatever A outputs.
We now argue that the adversary’s view in the real and ideal worlds are computationally
indistinguishable. The proof closely follows existing work [LP11, pp. 17–21], and thus we only give
some intuition here.
Note that if A tries to cheat in Step 5, he will get caught in the cut-and-choose step with high
probability. Similarly, if A tries to send different keys in Step 8 (i.e., the “input inconsistency”
attack), he will get caught in Step 10 when proving the consistency of the sub-keys sent.
The adversary corrupts parties P1 and P3 . We again demonstrate a simulator, this time with
A controlling parties P1 and P3 . This is similar to the two-party case where P2 is corrupted. The
main challenge is that the simulator needs to construct “fake” garbled circuits in order for A to
output the correct output; however, as shown in the proof of our two-party protocol, such a simulator
exists. Thus, the simulator S is constructed as follows: S invokes the adversary A, and runs as P2
would up until Step 6. S can extract both P1 ’s input x and its mask bits λw,j through P1 ’s calls to
1 in Step 4 and Step 2. Likewise, in Step 5, S extracts P ’s input z through the calls to F . S
Fss
3
ot
then passes x and z to the trusted third party, learning f (x, y, z). In Step 6, S chooses ρ ←$ {0, 1} s .
Then for j ∈ {1, . . . , s}, S proceeds as follows: If ρj = 0, S uses the simulator that is known to
exist for the two-party circuit garbling protocol to construct garbled circuits which output f (x, y, z).
Otherwise, S acts as P2 would. S continues to act as P2 would, except that in Step 7 it sets the
output of Fcf to be equal to the ρ chosen above. Finally, S halts, outputting whatever A outputs.
The main intuition here is that, since P1 learns nothing about the portion of the circuit garbled
by P2 , this reduces to the two-party setting where P2 is corrupt. Recall that by the security of our
garbling protocol, P1 can only construct circuits that cause the evaluator to abort. If P1 tries to
cheat in Step 5 by exchanging invalid mask shares, P2 will detect this with high probability, and
likewise for Step 8.
The adversary corrupts parties P2 and P3 . The analysis here is very similar to the case where
parties P1 and P3 are corrupt.
The adversary corrupts party P1 . We construct a simulator S with access to an adversary A
controlling P1 as follows: S invokes the adversary A, and runs as P2 and P3 would, extracting P1 ’s
1 in Step 4. S passes x to the trusted third party, learning f (x, y, z),
input x through the calls to Fss
and halts, outputting whatever A outputs.
As S acts exactly as P2 and P3 would, and A gets no output, we need only show that the
probability that A aborts in both the real and ideal world is identical. In fact, this follows from our
maliciously secure two-party protocol and the security of the input-consistency checks.
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The adversary corrupts party P2 . The analysis here is very similar to the case where party P1
is corrupt.
The adversary corrupts party P3 . We construct a simulator S with access to an adversary A
controlling P3 as follows: S invokes the adversary A, and runs as P1 and P2 would, extracting P3 ’s
input z through the Fot calls in Step 5. S then hands z to the trusted third party, who returns
f (x, y, z). In Step 6, S chooses ρ ←$ {0, 1} s , and then for j ∈ {1, . . . , s} S proceeds as follows: If
ρj = 0, S constructs a distributed garbled circuit which outputs f (x, y, z), otherwise S proceeds as
normal. Then, in Step 7, S fixes the output of Fcf to be ρ. For the rest of the protocol, S acts as
P1 and P2 would, and eventually halts, outputting what A outputs.
The analysis is very similar to prior work [LP11, pp. 22–23].

F

Proof of Theorem 2

Theorem. Let C be an arbitrary polynomial-size circuit and let G be a cyclic group with prime order.
Given access to ideal functionalities Fconst , Fgate , Foshare , Fot , Frand , and Fss , and assuming that
the decisional Diffie-Hellman problem is hard in G, then Πm−lindell
(P1 , P2 , P3 ) securely computes
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the circuit C in the presence of an adversary corrupting an arbitrary number of parties.
Proof (Sketch). The analysis here is nearly identical to the proof in Appendix E as well as the proof
for the two-party case [Lin13], and thus we just present the simulators for each corruption case.
The adversary corrupts parties P1 and P2 . The simulator S is constructed as follows: S
invokes the adversary A, and the runs as P3 would, using input 0n−n2 , until Step 11. Here, S uses
the witnesses aiw,bw send by P1 and P2 for the zero-knowledge proof-of-knowledge to extract their
inputs. S then feeds these inputs to the trusted third party, receiving back f (x, y, z). S continues
to run as P3 would, and halts, outputting whatever A outputs.
The adversary corrupts parties P1 and P3 . The simulator S is constructed as follows: S
invokes the adversary A, and runs as P2 would up until Step 6. S can extract both P1 ’s input
1 in Step 2 and Step 4. Likewise, in Step 5, S
x and its mask bits λw,j through P1 ’s calls to Fss
extracts P3 ’s input z through the calls to Fot . S then passes x and z to the trusted third party,
learning f (x, y, z). In Step 6, S chooses ρ ←$ {0, 1} s . Then for j ∈ {1, . . . , s}, S proceeds as follows:
If ρj = 0, S uses the simulator that is known to exist for the two-party circuit garbling protocol to
construct garbled circuits which output f (x, y, z). Otherwise, S acts as P2 would. S continues to
act as P2 would, except that in Step 7 it sets the output of Fcf to be equal to the ρ chosen above.
Finally, S halts, outputting whatever A outputs.
The adversary corrupts parties P2 and P3 . The analysis here is exactly the same as the case
where parties P1 and P3 are corrupt.
The adversary corrupts party P1 . We construct a simulator S with access to an adversary A
controlling P1 as follows: S invokes the adversary A, and runs as P2 and P3 would, extracting P1 ’s
1 in Step 4. S passes x to the trusted third party, learning f (x, y, z).
input x through the calls to Fss
For the rest of the protocol, S acts as P2 and P3 would, and eventually halts, outputting whatever
A outputs.
The adversary corrupts party P2 . The analysis here is exactly the same as the case where party
P1 is corrupt.
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Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Exponentiations

Hybrids Calls

4` + 2(3s)

(2` · Fss + (`0 + q) · Frand + 4` · H) · (3s)
(4q · Fgate + 8q · Foshare ) · (3s)
2` · Fss
(2`0 · Fot ) · (3s)

Symmetric Ops

8(3s)q

Fcf
3s

4(3s)q
(2` · H + 2` · Fzkpok ) · (3s)
(3s)q

Table 1: Computational cost for each step of Πm
3PC (P1 , P2 , P3 ).
The adversary corrupts party P3 . We construct a simulator S with access to an adversary A
controlling P3 as follows: S invokes the adversary A, and runs as P1 and P2 would, extracting P3 ’s
input z through the Fot calls in Step 5. S then hands z to the trusted third party, who returns
f (x, y, z). In Step 6, S chooses ρ ←$ {0, 1} s , and then for j ∈ {1, . . . , s} S proceeds as follows: If
ρj = 0, S constructs a distributed garbled circuit which outputs f (x, y, z), otherwise S proceeds as
normal. Then, in Step 7, S fixes the output of Fcf to be ρ. For the rest of the protocol, S acts as
P1 and P2 would, and eventually halts, outputting whatever A outputs.

G

Concrete Efficiency of the 3PC Protocol

For simplicity we assume each party’s input has length `. Since we apply the XOR-tree technique to
P3 ’s input, we let `0 = max{4`, 8s} be the new input length. Finally, we redefine s in this section to
be the statistical security parameter; namely, the adversary can succeed in cheating with probability
at most 2−s .
Protocol Based on Cut-and-Choose. Table 1 details the specific computational cost of each
step for Πm
3PC (P1 , P2 , P3 ). Note that these numbers are across all parties; the actual per-party cost
is less. Each of the hybrid calls can be instantiated efficiently using known techniques: Fcf can be
instantiated very efficiently in the random oracle model requiring only three oracle calls, Fzkpok
can be instantiated using 3s/2 + 18 exponentiations [LP11, pg. 36], and Fot can be computed using
three exponentiations [PVW08].
Protocol Based on Lindell’s Protocol. The concrete computational cost for this protocol are
similar to the ones above, except s in this case is smaller to achieve the same level of security.
However, we must run the above protocol as a sub-protocol. See Table 2 for the concrete efficiency
counts.
Comparison with SPDZ. We compare our three-party protocol with the SPDZ protocol [BDOZ11,
DPSZ12, DKL+ 12, DKL+ 13, KSS13], an efficient MPC protocol which works for n parties and
arbitrary corruptions over arithmetic circuits, and follows the preprocessing paradigm. SPDZ
represents the state-of-the-art at the time of writing in terms of efficiency in the multi-party setting.
Here we focus on the differences between both SPDZ and our protocol, and discuss their strengths
and weaknesses. Due to the different characteristics of each protocol (e.g., arithmetic versus boolean,
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Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Exponentiations

Hybrids Calls

Symmetric Ops

(2` · Fss + (`0 + q)Frand + 4` · H) · s
(4q · Fgate + 8q · Foshare ) · s
8sq
2` · Fss
(2`0 · Fot ) · s
(2m · H) · s
Fcf
((2` + m) · H) · s
sq
— Cost of running Πm
3PC (P1 , P2 , P3 ) on circuit of size roughly O (` + m) —
s
4sq
(2` · Fzkpok ) · s
4` + 2s

Table 2: Computational cost for each step of Πm−lindell
(P1 , P2 , P3 ).
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linear versus constant round, etc.), these protocols are somewhat “incomparable”. However, we
hope to give a general idea of the efficiency trade-offs of both protocols.
There are several key differences between the SPDZ protocol and our own. For one, SPDZ
works over arithmetic circuits, whereas our protocol works over boolean circuits.5 In terms of
communication, the SPDZ protocol requires rounds linear in the depth of the circuit, whereas
our protocol is constant-round. While it is difficult to compare the impact of this without an
implementation and experiments, it seems intuitive that as the latency between machines increases,
the cost of each additional communication round increases as well; this intuition has been backed
up by experiments in the semi-honest setting [SZ13].
Finally, we consider the start-to-finish execution time (i.e., including the cost of preprocessing)
for running an AES circuit. The preprocessing in our protocol is basically that found in the
TinyOT protocol [NNOB12], and, using the numbers presented there, is fairly efficient (around 1
minute [NNOB12, Figure 21]). Efficiency comes from the fact that the preprocessing is only between
two parties, namely, the circuit generators. The on-line running time is conjectured to be around
that of maliciously secure two-party protocols using cut-and-choose.
The SPDZ protocol, on the other hand, has a very efficient (information-theoretic) online phase
but a much costlier offline phase (around 17 minutes for three parties [DKL+ 12, Table 2]). In
addition, it has a one-time setup phase which is very costly: the parties need to execute an MPC
protocol for a circuit which generates a key pair with the secret key secret-shared among the parties.
Executing this on its own would likely eclipse the running time of our protocol.6 Thus, given
preprocessing, it seems likely that SPDZ would out-perform our protocol; however, in the setting of
executing the protocol from start to finish, we conjecture that our protocol would be more efficient.
Finally, our protocol is most efficient in the random oracle model, whereas SPDZ works in the
standard model.

5

Damgård and Zakarias [DZ13] develop a SPDZ-like protocol for Boolean circuits; however, its practical efficiency
is unclear.
6
We note that the work of Damgård et al. [DKL+ 13] presents an efficient protocol for this one-time setup phase in
the weaker covert security model [AL07].
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Changelog
– Version 1.1 (June 27, 2014)
– Corrected computation/communication costs.
– Cleaned up some writing.
– Updated motivation for 3PC.
– Version 1.0 (February 19, 2014)
– First release.
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